REPRESENTATIVE DEAN SANPEI - IT’S ELECTION TIME

OCTOBER 2010

House District 63
The Hope of America

THANK YOU!

Assuring our children have the same opportunities that we’ve had.

There is hope for America,
but we have to be making
decisions today that will assure
the optimism our children have
about the future is well founded
in us. A good educational
system, a good healthcare

model, an economy that is
growing and not being funded
exclusively by debt. We need to
give future generations the
same freedoms and
opportunities that we have had
- we owe them that.

You have shared your
stories, concerns, hopes,
and insights of where our
futures need to go.
I know my family has
been able to connect with
people we would never
have had the opportunity
of finding had I not been
running for oﬃce. We
have a depth of wisdom,
kindness, and experience
very close by in our
community - Thank You!
Thank you also to all
the donors
of time,
money, yard
space for
signs,
phone calls,
and above
all else - moral support!
We appreciate you more
than you realize.
-Dean Sanpei

WHY VOTE FOR DEAN - HEALTHCARE COSTS

My background is business and
finance. I have been an executive for
a $6 billion dollar company and
prioritize multiple million dollar
projects on a regular basis. Last year
Utah was able to put pension
liabilities for the state on a long term
sustainable route. The next focus will

have to be on Medicaid costs.
Obama’s health reform will create
hundreds of millions in Utah budget
shortfalls. Borrowed Federal dollars is
not a long term solution. As a
healthcare executive I know where
government creates perverse
incentives - I also know how to fix it.
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WHY VOTE FOR DEAN - BUSINESS AND THE ECONOMY

Unemployment continues to rise and the
government continues to spend.
The Federal government is
issuing bonds and purchasing its
own debt using printed money.
States can’t print money so states
like California have begun to
issue IOUs - promises on paper
to pay people back. In the
meantime commodity prices are
rising in the background as our currency gets

slowly devalued. I understand what drives the
economy and how the complex
interactions function. I know that
like an ecosystem you can’t change
one area and not expect
consequences. We don’t need
bailouts - we need a low tax base.
We don’t need more debt - we need
fiscal discipline. We don’t need
platitudes - we need someone with
proven business experience.

WHY VOTE FOR DEAN - STATE BUSINESS IS ALL RUN BY CAUCUS

Party stances are decided in party
caucuses. Members of each caucus
discuss in separate groups the pros
and cons of various legislation and
jointly derive a position. Strategies
and votes are developed in
accordance with state party
platforms. Party aﬃliation is critical
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in political life and while
functioning in the legislature. As a
republican I will be able to support
the conservative principles that are
part of the Republican platform
and in turn have influence within
my party and in the legislature as a
whole.

